PNU-96391A (OSU6162) antagonizes the development of behavioral sensitization induced by dopamine agonists in a rat model for Parkinson's disease.
PNU-96391A is a weak dopamine (DA) D(2) receptor antagonist with behavioral stabilizing properties. Previous experiments revealed that PNU-96391A antagonizes the expression of L-DOPA induced behavioral sensitization (dyskinesias) in lesioned primates without inducing akinesia or reducing the anti-Parkinsonian efficacy of L-DOPA. This study evaluated the ability of PNU-96391A to block the development of DA agonist-induced behavioral sensitization in rats with unilateral 6-OH-DA lesions of the median forebrain bundle. Repeated twice daily treatment with L-DOPA and the decarboxylase inhibitor benserazide (15 and 5 mg/kg, IP, respectively), or quinpirole (D(2)/D(3) agonist, 0.1 mg/kg, SC) increased the contralateral rotations measured on day 7 and 14 as compared to day 1. PNU-96391A (10-60 mg/kg, SC, bid.) antagonized the development of behavioral sensitization induced by both agonists. The basal activity of L-DOPA was not affected while a reduction of quinpirole-induced rotations was observed after 30-60 mg/kg, SC of PNU-96391A. Neurochemical analyses confirmed >99 % reductions of striatal DA levels, unilaterally. Concomitant treatment with PNU-96391A and L-DOPA did not affect plasma levels of PNU-96391A indicating that the effects observed are not related to pharmacokinetic interactions. These results suggest that PNU-96391A could be therapeutically useful to prevent the development of behavioral sensitization induced by DA agonists.